
Back in December, Monarch 
Wintermoot decreed regular 
elections for Thane (Vice-
Minister) positions every three 

months, explaining the move as an at-
tempt to keep the Cabinet vibrant and to 
promote meritocracy in the region. Along 
with the new system, a number of new 
thane positions were cre-
ated, bringing the number of Cabinet po-
sitions to 13, the most in the history of 
the region.

Learning from a previous attempt at 
having Thane elections in 2014 that saw 
the election of a largely inactive Cabinet, 
this new election system includes safe-
guards to ensure candidates are qualified, 
experienced, and active in the areas they 
are running for. For example, candidates 
must meet certain criteria that is unique 
to each position, post a campaign that an-
swers at least some basic questions, and 
be approved by the Jarl (Minister) of the 
Ministry that the position is a part of. 
Additionally, Citizens must meet certain 
criteria in order to be an eligible voter 
for each position. For example, a Citizen 

“Democracy in Moderation” Takes Its Next Step

must have participated in a game of Were-
wolf to vote for the new Thane of Were-
wolf position.

Since then, the region has seen two 
elections periods: a special election in 
January to start things out, and a regular 
election in March. After several candi-
dates were disqualified for failing to post 
a campaign, there were no competitive 
elections and all candidates won by de-
fault in January. The March election saw 
competitive elections for Thane of Were-
wolf and Thane of the LGBTQ commu-
nity, along with at least one candidate for 

positions that previously went vacant in 
the January election such as Thane of Em-
bassy Dispatches.

This continues a trend of promoting 
“democracy in moderation” as Winter-
moot put it, following the introduction of 
elections for Delegate in November 2016 
and perhaps leading up to the reformation 
of the Underhusen or full Storting into an 
open assembly if constitutional amend-
ments currently in debate are passed.

Wintreath Experiments with Thane Elections

By WINTERMOOT
Monarch
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News in

•	 Followers of the Holy Spud debate 
whether it is spelled Potatoe or Potato.

•	 The	 Posh	 Penguin, a magazine by 
Pengu, publishes its pilot issue! Find 
it here!

•	 In a discussion thread, Wintreath rei-
magines itself as a Skyrim village.
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briefs!
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Also in this issue:
STORTING UPDATES            pg. 3 
The Underhusen, our elected lower 
house, has seen much revitalization 
in the past half year. As the 23rd, 
24th, 25th, and 26th Underhusens 
have been in session, various things 
have gone on.

CULTURE  REVIEW               pg. 2
Wintreath’s Jarl of Culture recaps 
some events going on in the cul-
tural areas of the forums, such as 
Ministry news, forum games, and 
contests that took place during 
this past winter season. 

GOV DECLARED PNG          pg. 3
Govindia, after many years and 
many second chances, Govindia has 
been declared persona non grata and 
banned	 from	 all	 official	 Wintrean	
sites.

“Govindia	 has	 been	 a	 resident	
of	 Wintreath	 for	 most	 of	 its	
history,	having	first	been	granted	
citizenship	 in	 2013.	 However,	
he	 is	 also	 well-known,	 both	 in	
Wintreath	 in	 elsewhere,	 for	 a	
long	 history	 of	 harassment.	 The	
pattern	typically	is	the	same	each	
time:	 he	 persistently	 pestered	
people	 for	 some	 reason	 or	
another	(whether	it	be	not	voting	
for	him	in	an	Underhusen	election	
or	not	reciprocating	a	virtual	hug	
on	IRC),	claimed	that	others	are	
at	fault,	promised	to	improve	and	
listen	to	advice	from	others,	and	
then	 returned	 to	 harassing	 and	
blaming	others.”The Cabinet of Wintreath after January and March election periods. Note that under the new system Jarls are still

appointed by the Monarch, and Thanes are still appointed in the event there are no candidates during the election.

http://www.wintreath.com/forums
http://wintreath.com/forums/index.php?topic=5076.0
http://wintreath.com/forums/index.php?topic=5076.0
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By GERRICK
Jarl of Culture

The Culture Review: 

This is the fourth installment of the Culture Review, written by me, Wintreath’s Jarl of Culture. I’ll be talking briefly about some events going on in the cultural areas of the forums, 
such as Ministry news, forum games, and contests that took place during this past winter season.

Thanes (Vice Ministers) were made elected positions in late December with Wintermoot an-
nouncing Decree	012:	Regarding	the	Structure	of	the	Cabinet. As Jarl of Culture, I created 
four Thane positions to manage and represent four distinct areas of Wintreath: Roleplay, 
Werewolf, LGBT Affairs, and Gaming. I felt each were integral parts to the region’s cul-
ture and so giving them Thanes would help to ensure necessary activity and growth. Each 
Thane also moderates their respective boards on the forums. The Thane of Roleplay acts as 
the Patriarch of the RP Guild and is tasked with managing the forum roleplays, the Thane 
of Werewolf is tasked with getting games of Werewolf up and running, the Thane of LGBT 
Affairs is tasked with leading Wintreath’s LGBT community, and the Thane of Gaming is 
tasked with organizing regional multiplayer games. The first group of Thanes consisted of 
Doc, Laurentus, Mariam, and Gattoartico, and the second and current group elected in 
March consists of Laurentus as Thane of Roleplay and Werewolf and Gattoartico as Thane 
of LGBT Affairs and Gaming.

Wintreath’s Finest is the name for Wintreath’s citizen of the month. Nominations are for those who stood out as contributing or showing dedication 
to the region or having been extra active, caused activity, or been a good influence on others. The winner of December 2017 Wintreath’s Finest was 
Kane lives, a citizen who had joined Wintreath just earlier that month and yet was incredibly active and even hosted a game of Spyfall (see below). 
Besides the monthly contests, we also hold citizen of the year contests, which are made up of all the winners of Wintreath’s Finest throughout the 
year – the winner of Wintreath’s Finest of 2017 was taulover, co-winner of October 2017 Wintreath’s Finest and the citizen with by far the most 
forum posts for the year. The winner of January 2018 Wintreath’s Finest was Laurentus, nominated for helping taulover to make Werewolf XIV 
into one of the most ambitious games to date. Finally, the winner of March 2018 Wintreath’s Finest was again taulover for hosting the great success 
that was Werewolf XIV.

Avatar Theme of the Month is, unsurprisingly, the theme (or themes) nominated and voted on by citizens who then incorpo-
rate the winning theme(s) into their avatars for the month. Themes are often related to current events, though they may also 
include themes nominated at the random whims of citizens. December 2017 had a five-way tie (out of a total six nominations) 
between Ajit Pai/FCC; Battlefront II/EA; Ironically, Summer; 2003 Avatars; and Thinly-Veiled Jesus Allegories in Fic-
tion (with “Pie” of all themes being the only losing nomination). January 2018 had a single winning theme: Sequel Memes, 
nominated for the release of The	 Last	 Jedi and the resulting dank memes that poured from the r/SequelMemes subreddit. 
February 2018 had a three-way tie between Ancient Greece, Bread, and History, though some citizens also sported avatars 
relevant to the Game of Thrones-themed Werewolf XIV taking place at the time. March 2018 had an incredible 13 nominations 
but (thankfully) only a two-way tie between Rorschach Symbols and Big Cats, nominated for the release of	Black	Panther.

Mage War is a new forum game inspired by Battleship that Wintermoot developed for Wintreath and debuted during the 2017 Summersend Festival. Play-
ers are scattered randomly across a 30x30 grid board and then take turns launching magical missiles around the board in hopes of killing each other and 
remaining the last one standing. With eleven players and 900 grid points at the start, the game lasted 20 weeks. Players slowly were knocked out by other 
players, who gained more shots each turn. New spells and monsters that gave special powers when hit were added to the board to speed up and add an extra 
layer to the game. By round 68, the game was down to just two players, Aethelia and me – both of us had by then collected a variety of powers, and there 
were a dwindling number of tiles left to uncover. In early January, on round 74 (almost a month later and with only 30 tiles left uncovered), I managed to 
hit my rival’s tile and destroy her, winning the game. The duration of the game notwithstanding, Mage War was an enjoyable game, and with all the new 
powers created since it began, I hope to play again. Props to Wintermoot for creating and hosting it.

Werewolf (aka Mafia) is a forum game where the few undercover werewolves attempt to kill all the 
other players, who try to in turn try to kill the werewolves -- and while the werewolves know who each 
other are, the other players do not. Werewolf XIV, which took place from late January to late Febru-
ary, was hosted by taulover, and a teaser trailer was created by Hydra to help spark interest and was 
included in the invites to allied regions. This game of Werewolf, which was played by 22 people, was 
special because it was Game of Thrones-themed as well as our first double elimination game. The first 
part of the game took place in King’s Landing, where three factions -- the Lannisters, the Baratheons, 
and Varys and his little birds (the werewolf faction) -- vied for control by sending the members of the 
other factions to the Wall. Players sent to the Wall over the course of the first part of the game automati-
cally joined in this second part of the game, where the Night’s Watch fought the Others, or White Walk-
ers (the werewolves in this game). At King’s Landing, the surviving Lannisters (Aragonn, Mathyland, 
and Evelynx) won after the Baratheons’ power roles were quickly sent to the Wall and Varys’ faction 
was narrowly defeated at the end. At the Wall, the remaining Night’s Watchmen (Laurentus, North, 
13ricity, and Gattoartico) were able to kill off the last of the Others. We had a few players from allied 
regions show up to play, so be on the lookout for our next game of Werewolf, and come join in!
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Long considered, perhaps paradoxically, both one of the larger drivers of regional activity and 
advancement as well as an area of the region often lacking in activity, the Underhusen, our elected 
lower house, has seen much revitalization in the past half year. Here are some of the various going-
ons in the past four terms:

The 23rd Underhusen, led by Speaker Pengu, ran from August to September of last year. 
It shall perhaps be best remembered for the completion of the Grammar Check of Wintreath, 
organized and implemented by Mathyland. This Underhusen term also set into motion some ideas 
that would later come into fruition, such as the proposed Paragonship of various Wintrean citizens 
and the idea of an IRC presence for the legislature.

The 24th Underhusen, presided over by myself as Speaker, occurred from October to No-
vember. It elevated Point Breeze (PB) to Paragon status (a form of honorary citizenship), for 
his numerous contributions to Wintreath, including his work fostering new members of the com-
munity as Jarl of Integration. It also reformed the Wintreath Commendation and awarded the 
Commendation to Colberius X for, among other things, his actions bringing together the regions 
of Wintreath and New Hyperion. The 24th term also passed a Grammar Corrections Resolution 
encouraging	other	government	bodies	to	implement	suggested	grammar	fixes	and	continue	using	
good grammar.

The 25th Underhusen, led by Speaker Aethelia, encompassed December and January. It con-
tinued implementing grammar and style corrections to existing laws, and also requested dedicated 
Discord channels for the Underhusen and citizens’ discussion of legislation, which were promptly 
granted.	Most	 significantly,	however,	 the	25th	Storting	 imparted	Persona Non Grata status to 
Govindia, a decision which shall be discussed later in this paper.

The 26th Underhusen, chaired by Speaker Chanku, began in February and is now coming to 
an end. An old joke proposal to declare war on the real-life micronation of Sealand was revived, 
and was promptly met with stiff opposition and tabled. The Underhusen has passed a bill setting 
up a process for granting citizenship requirements exemptions, with the intent of granting such 
a waiver to AJ’BLarg, a noted member of the community currently undergoing US Navy Basic 
Training.	The	Underhusen	has	returned	the	act	to	the	Overhusen	with	modifications	after	a	veto,	
though it appears that the Overhusen may be poised to once again reject the law after new concerns 
over the details have been raised. Additionally, an act making all future legislation public do-
main is currently awaiting review by the Overhusen.

sorting out the storting
By TAULOVER

Thane of Embassy Dispatches

Spyfall is an easy-to-learn forum game of bluffing, probing questions, clever answers, and 
suspicion. The aim of the game is for the spy to try to figure out the location while all the 
other players, who act in their given roles, try to figure out who the spy is. In January, Kane 
lives, a new citizen at the time, hosted Spyfall VII and decided the location and created the 
roles each player was assigned for the game. The location was a zoo, and the amusingly cre-
ative roles included a sick zookeeper, the corrupt zoo owner, an eco-terrorist, a rugby coach 
looking for his new team’s mascot, and even “Garfield who was at the zoo because he was 
sentenced to life in prison for killing Mickey Mouse”. The spy was played by yours truly, 
and I have the satisfaction of announcing that, after nearly being voted off as the spy, I won 
the game by correctly guessing the location at the last minute. Spyfall VIII, hosted by North, 
has also just started in early March.

Arena is a forum game of strategy and chance that I adapted for Wintreath where players 
choose RPG classes with special abilities that they then use to fight to the death. At the start 
of each round, players are given a roll for initiative, which decides the combat order for the 
round. Players then send me their actions, which I roll for damage and then announce the 
results in-character in graphic detail. While previous games had players fight each other, this 
fourth game of Arena was two teams of players versus waves of monsters (creatures created 
by Wintrean citizens as part of the region’s lore, and in-game I as the host controlled). Start-
ing in late October, the game began with the two teams fighting the same waves of monsters, 
but it was later decided that the teams should face their own separate beasts to prevent 
players from solely playing defensively and waiting for the opposing team to die off. After 
a few more hiccups and unclear game rules, the game continued more smoothly. In early 
December, after 21 rounds, the silver team, consisting of Elbbsas, Hydra, taulover, and the 
deceased Doc, finally won after the monsters defeated Aethelia, the final member of the gold 
team, which also consisted of Lily Polisesul, Mathyland, and Wintermoot.

Wintreath:	@taulover
Wintreath Nation: Alcubierre

In the Age of

Do rmbs have a future?

I have traveled across many a region in my four years on NS, but I have 
noticed something consistent among all those who have persisted to the age 
of Discord and other casual alternatives to Skype: A definite decline in quality 
and/or quality of RMB discussion. No matter the size of the region, it seems 
that nowhere is truly safe from the overlooking specter of alternative chat 
services. Such a die off is near equivalent to the introduction of private party 
chats in Online Gaming, forever crumbling the once great edifice of trash-
talking which was so common to that area of entertainment. There is, how-
ever, a bright example which I would like readers to ponder: In our own little 
region called Wintreath, our RMB has managed to flourish while so many oth-
ers fail. While it is no doubt much devoid of real discussion compared to the 
older years, it has found a new niche as a center for light nations RP among 
the large segment of Wintreath’s community not currently active on the off-
site forums. If such a use has proved so fruitful, it may be worth further study 
and effort by other regions to incorporate the RMB as a tool for engaging 
newcomers in RP and possibly other areas of NS society. I have much hope 
for this pursuit in the future, and I hope everyone else is as excited as I am at 
such marvelous opportunities.

By JUSTINIAN EZKANTION
Citizen

Wintreath:	@Justinian	Ezkantion
Wintreath Nation: Escanthea

A recap of Recent Wintrean Legislative Events

Graphics courtesy of DISCORD.COM
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By TAULOVER
Thane of Embassy Dispathches

By PENGU
Thane of Discord Integration

Almost three years ago, I wrote in Orendi VIII of the first citizenship revocation attempt against Govindia. Now, I return to, hopefully, bring this tale to a close. After many years and 
many second chances, Govindia has been declared persona non grata and banned from all official Wintrean sites.

Govindia has been a resident of Wintreath for most of its history, having first been granted citizenship in 2013. However, he is also well-known, both in Wintreath in elsewhere, for 
a long history of harassment. The pattern typically is the same each time: he persistently pestered people for some reason or another (whether it be not voting for him in an Underhusen 
election or not reciprocating a virtual hug on IRC), claimed that others are at fault, promised to improve and listen to advice from others, and then returned to harassing and blaming others.

Prominent members of the Wintreath community, from Pengu to Laurentus, tried, in their best efforts, to help Govindia improve, but to no avail. For instance, Emoticonius wrote, 
responding to Govindia after he accused Emoticonius of not doing much to help him, “I was practically your life coach... I gave it my all. You just refused to budge... I tried to help you 
Gov for a whole two months before finally deciding that you were a lost cause.”

In April 2016, matters finally came to a head after a series of repeated warnings for his harassment of fellow Wintreans, including a permanent IRC ban. The Storting successfully voted 
to revoke Govindia’s citizenship, the hope being that this stricter form of punishment would serve as a stronger warning for Govindia to change his ways. As Overhusen Chairman Wuufu 
stated at the time, addressing Govindia, “This is not a removal from this community in full, and shouldn’t be seen as such, but instead it should give you the motivation to effect change.” 
After his citizenship was revoked, Govindia took an extended leave of absence from the region, only returning to make a post or two from time to time.

It was hoped that this citizenship revocation would put the matter to rest and help Govindia towards improvement, but alas, that was not the case. In October of last year, Govindia 
joined the official Discord server. Despite the IRC ban, Monarch Wintermoot, as the lead Discord operator, “didn’t have the heart to” ban Govindia from the Discord, saying that despite it 
being “well within my rights to ban Gov... it felt like the right time to show mercy to him.” However, it quickly became evident that Govindia had not changed. In the words of Laurentus, 
Count of Highever, “Clearly, he has not learned and improved his behaviour, even after close to two years of not being a citizen.”

Soon, incidents reminiscent of earlier harassing behavior from Govindia began to occur. In the so-called “Summermoot incident,” Govindia, who had temporarily changed his nick-
name to “Summermoot,” accused Wintermoot of “childish passive aggresive [sic] behaviour” after pestering the Monarch repeatedly about his thoughts on the nickname change and not yet 
receiving a response. In another conversation, Govindia suggested that “the Storting should revoke Chanku’s citizenship” so that “he knows what it’s like,” despite Chanku doing little to 
merit such a revocation. While these events may not seem like much as isolated incidents, within the context of his past and current behavior, Govindia’s words were rather alarming. The 
final straw came when Govindia suggested that he should be given citizenship once again, despite having done little to nothing to improve.

On January 22, Laurentus put forth a proposal to declare Govindia persona non grata. In Wintreath, such a declaration bars the person from seeking citizenship or ambassadorship in 
the region, and serves as a formal request for the root administrator, i.e. Monarch Wintermoot, to ban the person from all official Wintrean premises.

Although such an act could be swiftly passed by the Storting without the consultation of anyone else, Govindia was offered the opportunity to defend himself and apologize for his 
actions. Consequently, he posted two vlog-like “response” videos in which he talked at length for over half an hour about his thoughts on the matter. However, as Wintermoot noted, these 
videos “probably backfired.”

Instead of apologizing or showing contrition for his guilt-tripping, or even explaining why it was not, Govindia instead called the accusations “ridiculous and stupid.” He claimed that 
“nobody has attempted to try” to rehabilitate him at all, a provably false statement, and asked people to do so. He stated that he sought to “meet people halfway” and that others should to 
the same, when others had already noted their concern that he was not meeting his side of that bargain. Govindia insulted and attacked prominent and well-respected members of the com-
munity, calling Aethelia “prejudiced and bigoted” accusing Emoticonius of “decid[ing] to throw [him] under the bus” (when in reality, as noted earlier, Emoticonius has done much to try 
to help Gov).

If anything, Govindia’s responses likely alienated the community even more. In the end, the declaration passed with four aye votes and one abstention in the Underhusen, and was ap-
proved unanimously by the Overhusen.

Wintreath prides itself in its openness, freedom, and transparency. We have given Govindia second chances, often in the face of interregional censure, because, as Wintermoot remarked, 
“I don’t believe Gov is a bad guy.” However, even a place as open and welcoming as Wintreath has its limits. “We’re not social workers or psychiatrists,” said Wintermoot during the pro-
ceedings—it is clear that Govindia needs help that our community simply cannot provide. Staying part of Wintreath has only become detrimental for both Govindia and the community as 
a whole. As Laurentus wrote at the conclusion of the affair, “Well, Gov. It seems it’s over now. I wish you all the best. Find professional help and take responsibility for what led to this. 
Goodbye.”

Storting Declares Govindia
Persona Non Grata

Wintreath:	@taulover
Wintreath Nation: Alcubierre

Wintreath:	@Pengu
Wintreath Nation: Penguin Dictators

It’s always hard to see one of our own go down such a deep, dark path, and yet here we 
are with one of our very own, Jarl Laurentus. According to multiple sources, Laurentus was 
seen giving away what looked to be money to an unknown person. At first, it was speculated 
that this was a donation to the Werewolf Relief Fund, a charity which provides grief counsel-
ors for those affected by the continued devastating losses whenever the region holds one of 
these Hunger Games styled matches.

This assumption, however, was quickly proven wrong when a local citizen spotted the 
Jarl of Integration with his unknown source, once again giving away what looked to be a 
generous source of money. The citizen, who wishes to remain anonymous, had this to say: 
“I was just standing there, watering my snowman (as is tradition for residents around here) 
when I saw the Jarl walk into a dark alley. He was looking around nervously, obviously afraid 
of being seen. Going with my gut, I quietly followed, and watched as he handed away money 
to this person very discreetly. When he left, I saw the other person (who was obviously as-
suming they were alone) take off their gear, and I was shocked at what I saw next. The person 
under all of those hidden layers was none other than the potatoe pope, Crushita!”

Needless to say, this was quite the shocking development. Just what was the potatoe 
pope hiding that they were afraid that Laurentus would expose? At least...that was the ques-
tion at first, until events continued to develop. This time, from someone within the pope’s 
very walls who obviously wasn’t able to continue supporting the nefarious plot that was 
unfolding.

As with the previous witness, at their request, they have chosen to remain anonymous. 
Here’s what they had to say: “So, I work in the same church as his Spudliness (the title is 
always changing). Naturally, I hear a lot of the chatter that goes on through the day. One day, 
the Jarl of Integration, Laurentus walks in. This is nothing unusual since the two are close...
ish. What IS unusual, however, is the nature of the conversation.

I hear his Spudliness ask how the current election for Thanes are going, to which Lau-
rentus replies that he’s worried that he might actually lose the elections. To his credit, it was 
reasonable that he would assume such a thing, given who his opponent was. His Spudliness’ 
smile, however, didn’t waver in the slightest. In a quieter voice, I heard him say “Then our 
Thane to be just needs more support, which I can provide. Provided you, of course, continue 
following through with our little arrangement?” to which Laurentus in an equally quiet voice 
agreed. It was then that his Spudliness assured Laurentus that when the time came, his elec-
tion as Thane of Werewolf would be completely  assured regardless of how many votes his 
opponent could muster. I was, to be honest, completely shocked at this revelation, and have 
since left the church to pursue life elsewhere (to which I won’t disclose in fear of reprisal 
from Pope Crushita).”

Both Laurentus and the Pope declined to comment on the subject. Is there growing cor-
ruption within the hallowed halls of Pope Crushita’s church? Did they have a hand in rigging 
the recent elections? Was Jarl (and now Thane of Werewolf) Laurentus in on the whole thing? 
It seems like a bit to take in, but the evidence continues to pile up to support this conclusion. 

But perhaps these could also be ramblings of those who were scorned by either party. 
The first witness, for example, was one that had lost many in the Battle of “Star Wars” when 
Laurentus had disappeared, leaving the match in absolute chaos (to where it was far too late 
when the others had stepped in). Likewise, the church insider was overlooked for a promo-
tion when a younger, more hip priest was chosen by the Pope to oversee his church. However, 
here’s a peculiar twist: both of these stories were issued by both the church and Laurentus 
shortly after word had started to get out about potential witnesses in their scandal. So perhaps 
there’s actual truth to what both witnesses had...well, witnessed. Only time will tell...

A SCANDAL EXPOSED!!
Originally Published on “The Posh Penguin”


